SOUL LIGHT - Fifty One
OUR GREATNESS IS LOVE
Dearest Friends,
This is the second of four articles first distributed years ago, taken from my first series.
I trust you will enjoy it; and gain fresh insights from it.
My new series starts in a month,
Love,
Les

When we own our greatness we own Love.
Love is the unique expression of The Presence which exists within each of us.
We may call that Presence by many names - God, All That Is, Spirit, Nature, Unity,
One-ness, – the name is superfluous, only awareness of The Presence matters.
Being aware of The Presence is to own its expression: we cannot be aware of it
otherwise.
We cannot be aware of it theoretically.
We cannot be aware of it by the report of another.
We cannot be aware of it by inference or assumption.
Owning its expression, we own it as our own expression: we cannot own it as
something apart from us.
Hence, it and us become recognized as One.
I say “recognized’ as, in truth, we have always been One.
We do not become One: we simply recognize that we are One.
There has never been God and us: only God as us.
Never God and me: only God as me.
Never God and you: only God as you.
Never God and animal: only God as animal.
Never God and mineral: only God as mineral.
Never God and planet Earth: only God as Planet Earth.
Never God and life: only God as life.
Never God and light: only God as light.

Never God and consciousness: only God as consciousness.
This recognition is, for many, gradual.
Like a mist lifting from the lake to reveal the splendour of the landscape, so does our
veil of ignorance lift from the surface of our awareness and consciousness to
gradually reveal the splendour, the greatness of our own being.
Few of us, if any, have yet come to discern and thereby own the totality of their Oneness.
For to discern it is to own it; and to own it is to live it, to be the expression of it.
Instead, we discern and thereby own, in varying degrees, its shadow: sometimes its
outline, sometimes some aspect of its form.
We recognize what we own of this Presence by what we authentically love.
We can recognize what we don’t own of it by what we still don’t love.
Meditate on this during the week: What do I – and don’t I – love?
Much love,
Les

